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Abstract: 

In today era mobile devices are widely used by everyone, including our farmers and 

rural peoples. In India, Agriculture is the backbone of our economy growth and therefore the 

distribution of knowledge in-depth agricultural knowledge improves web-enabled 

information services and faster mobile devices growth. The application offers various 

information services to farmers that assist in managing and monitoring their farm. The web-

enabled application greatly helps farmers to expand their farming practices for greater profit 

and can gain more services. This paper examines how mobile devices can be used for an 

agricultural service, where farmer can keep track on every report and using this services 

farmer can acquire with the aim of maximizing productivity and sustainability, this can 

increase more efficiency where producers or growers can avoid misusing of resources and 

can gain faster growth in productivity. 
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1.Introduction: 

Today global agriculture faces a major food insufficiency challenge because of the increase in 
population overgrowth over the world. [2] And where India is the second-largest country in the world 
in terms of population, the demand for food production in India is increasing rapidly because of a very 
immense population, and also many countries bank on India for their food production and supplying 
goods. 
 
Henceforth India needs to expand their agricultural production to attain country needs and also our era 
has so much built-up technology but in India, most of our farmers don’t use new-based technology 
because of their complexity and avoids it and ends up with complications in production and supplies 
growth. 
 
Also in India, most of our farmers doesn’t get much information about farming, harvesting and due to 
the lack of information, the production of products and supplies goes down in, as most of our farmers 
are not aware of what kind of farming/harvesting technique is appropriate for the soil and what soil 
will be befitting for different kinds of cultivating techniques and also our farmers end up having 
complication managing stock of products[2,4], there are other issues where our farmers muddle on 
how to control the pests and other. 
 
Minimum Selling Price (MSP) plays a vital role in our country where farmers in every state or region 
get to know the individual selling price of products that have been provided by the government and 
also the tax our farmers need to pay while exporting their products. 
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The current web-based application that has been provided by the Indian government is creating a 
trouble-some for our farmers cause of their less information and services and wind up getting no clue 
about it.  
To settle all these problems, we are developing a web-based application where our farmers can 
directly inquiry or query to our expert and provide them with relevant solution, if not directly resolved 
they can fill up details on contact and proceed with their query in more details and get a solution to it. 
Additional features where our farmers can rate our experts as per their experience and review them 
with a relevant message. 
 
Our web-based application also provides a service where our farmer can upload the snapshot of their 
cultivating soil and through analysis of the snapshot of soil expert generates a report based on it and 
forwards it to the farmer where the report contains all the information like what and which pests 
should be used for proper cultivation and harvesting, which season would be better to cultivate, their 
timings and proper food security. 
Our next services where our farmers/producers get every detail information on Minimum Selling 
Price (MSP) of different farming products on which farmers/producers can export or sell their 
harvested goods/products with the current value of it. 
 
Our Indian Government makes a frequent scheme for our farmers through many mediums, 
unfortunately, our farmers are not aware of what scheme has been up and how one can apply to it and 
it leads to missing the opportunity and benefits that the government provided [3]. Related to this we 
build service in our application where our farmers get the latest news on agriculture techniques, 
schemes provided by the government, and more so that our farmers stay up to date.  
 
The Farmer/Producers also gets information on import/export of products happenings in different 
regions of our country, also which product cultivation would be acceptable and what would help in 
the growth of their products in different regions. 
 
Today in India, innumerable farmers can’t predict or get enough information on the climate condition 
due to a lack of information about forecast farmers' cultivation to fall and get destroyed. [6] Here our 
services provide long term weather forecast for cultivating and harvesting crops and gets other details 
from forecast i.e. whether it would be suitable to cultivate crops on a particular season or not.  
The foremost dominance of this web-based application is that our farmers get access to all services in 
one go. 
 

 

2.Proposed Methodology: 

In this smart farming system before we start planning through this project we have done some 
research related to Our farming project is based primarily on the internet We read some related 
projects where they seem to be visible in the online world as well we just can't start judging an online 
service So we first I had an idea from students of good work University, and later we go to the valleys 
and get an answer for farmers.[4,8] Currently, agricultural-based sites in India most blogs and other 
agricultural products do that they are so complex that the average farmer can use them and they are to 
charge their service and not provide everything required the details that the farmer needs to do 
farming but ours The application provides all the information to the farmer about farming details g 
such as climate regarding the production of yield in a different Indian state and the application we 
offer professional help services or MSP information 
Therefore, we can say that the Smart Farming System project will play a leading role in the 
development of the agricultural sector in India [9,10]. no option to live with the administrator, but the 
system does this unique work Farmers in our country do it for farming us with various problems and 
difficulties. Their agriculture plants are disrupted due to a lack of relevant information and advice at 
the right time. 
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Various diseases cause damage to plants, but farmer's all levels are reduced by the fair value of their 
products below 
the influence of the middle ones. So, this is a step towards "modern agriculture" to use technology per 
the needs of a 
time to deliver all relevant information promptly. Other important challenges to consider in this 
project will be discussed in this section. 

• Agricultural data collection. 
• Keeping records is very difficult. 

 

3. Literature Review 

 The present age is the modern era. And information technology has made a huge contribution 
in this modern era. Most people in the world now rely on online information. And India is an 
agricultural country. Most of the people in our country now depend on agriculture. In the past, people 
in our country used to grow crops based on the information available from TV and radio, but now 
they do not want to wait for TV or radio. And the Internet is now in the hands of people, that is why 
many people now want to know about agriculture online, and they We talked to ordinary farmers and 
agricultural entrepreneurs about the art farming system and they welcome this initiative, and with this 
reception, we feel that we have achieved success in the primary 

We have found many websites about agriculture, most of them are very useful. and provide necessary 
information that farmer needs like information about MSP (minimum selling price) and information 
about crops and pesticide but if anyone any question about agriculture online, there are no answer 
options. And it is easy to talk directly to a consultant on agriculture and there are no live expert 
contact option, and also not  provide function where farmer can upload the snapshot soil  and  get 
report for their soil  but our web based application system is doing this unique task. The following is a 
of some agriculture-based website 
 

a):- this website is owned by government of India this web application provide information  about 
msp(minimum selling price ) and other information of different scheme that are run by the 
government of India 

 

Fig 1:- https://farmer.gov.in/ 

b): - Through this website, the government of India distributes agriculturallybased news to the farmer 
of the country. And information about pesticide or fertilizer  
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                                                        Fig 1:

There are some issues with our application but
problems. We have already made it a better. we'
mention them for clarity. in the near future 
This system requires humanitarian assistance to ensure all processes are correct. Web
application are not fully secure. We will make this 

c) Architecture Diagram of User

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3:-Architecture Diagram of User Module

d) Architecture Diagram of Admin

Fig 1:- https://farmer.gov.in/ 

our application but in future work hopefully, we will resolve all the 
it a better. we've some issues that are still going on. We like to 

mention them for clarity. in the near future work, we   will be able to find solutions to this problem. 
This system requires humanitarian assistance to ensure all processes are correct. Web-based 

on are not fully secure. We will make this web-based application more secure in future 

c) Architecture Diagram of User- Authentication Flow of a User 

Architecture Diagram of User Module 

d) Architecture Diagram of Admin- Authentication Flow of an Admin Module.

 

, we will resolve all the 
ve some issues that are still going on. We like to 

will be able to find solutions to this problem. 
based 

application more secure in future  

Admin Module. 
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  Fig. 4. Architecture Diagram of an Admin Module

e) User Registration: Here user can sign

  Fig. 5. User can register by simply filling up the required fields 

 

 

Fig. 4. Architecture Diagram of an Admin Module 

e) User Registration: Here user can sign-up in module by filling up below fields 

Fig. 5. User can register by simply filling up the required fields get access to other module section.

 

 

other module section. 
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e) User Login: User can login to module after registration and get access to it.

Fig. 6 User need to login for post blog, questions, doctor directory etc. But before that you need to get 

authorised by registering into it.

f) Minimum Selling Price (MSP) Module: In this section visitor can view the msp  of different 

product of  different  state in the form of chart and table

Fig. 7. User will get the detail of msp of different product

g) Expert Module: Here visitor will able the ask 

e) User Login: User can login to module after registration and get access to it.

need to login for post blog, questions, doctor directory etc. But before that you need to get 

authorised by registering into it. 

 

Selling Price (MSP) Module: In this section visitor can view the msp  of different 

product of  different  state in the form of chart and table 

. User will get the detail of msp of different product 

will able the ask the question from expert and give them 

basis of their questions.   

e) User Login: User can login to module after registration and get access to it. 

need to login for post blog, questions, doctor directory etc. But before that you need to get 

Selling Price (MSP) Module: In this section visitor can view the msp  of different 

 

the question from expert and give them advice on 
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Fig. 8. Experts Module with real-time chat system 

 

h) News Section Module: In this module visitor can see all the farming related news  on the basis of 

category and also see the latest news  by clicking on news visitor will able to view full news. 

 

Fig. 9. Visitor can see all the farming related news  on the basis of category. 

 

i) Reporting Section Module: In this section user can upload the snapshot of soil and gets reports of 

soil 
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Fig. 10. User gets reports on basis of their 

Today India is facing numerous difficulties in growth and the one that counts more 
isinsufficiency of production of goods and with getting stuck in complication while exporting
unspecified information i.e. MSP gets updated frequently while producers exports areunspecified and 
close it down with loss tipping with taxes, by using our services ourfarmers would get all demanded 
statistics that would help them gain growth in prod
is contingent on our agricultural growth, so asour agricultural growth increases our country would 
uplift the economy and also it wouldsort out all the goods scarcity and maintain growth of production.
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